Community Flood Resiliency Toolkit

Impacted States
- New Jersey is completed
- New York is pending state review
- Tribal Nation is at creation stage
- PR/USVI not considered at this time

Overview
Guidebook that is composed of 40 different actions broken apart into 3 levels of increasing difficulty and financial commitment. Each action item is described in detail along with a list of online resources and a possible point of contact. Available funding opportunities are itemized in the final section of the document, in order to support action items.

Contact
URL: https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/129896
POC: FEMA-R2-CommunityResiliency@fema.dhs.gov

Description
The Community Flood Resiliency Toolkit is intended to serve as a roadmap for Mayors, Council Members, Business Administrators and other municipal leaders working to make their communities more resilient to the impacts of flooding. The Toolkit condenses considerable research on the topic and outlines actions to progress along the journey towards enhanced resiliency. The recommended actions are progressive based on a logical flow but don’t necessarily have to be followed sequentially. It is important to note the items in this toolkit are resilience building actions; however resilient thinking should be a part of all of your efforts, specifically your Master Plans and Capital Improvement Plans. The toolkit is divided into three parts describing the journey of the toolkit, details on basics of each action, and funding sources. Each of the action items is color coded (and labeled) into eight main categories: Capability Building, Peer & Regional Collaboration, Community Engagement, Disaster Response & Short Term Recovery, Training, Policy, Programs, and Planning.